Note to Researchers: To request materials, please note both the location and box numbers shown below.

Location

109.K.18.10F  Tuition for soldiers and sailors, 1919-1924. 2 volumes.
   Information includes tuition application number, name of person receiving tuition dollars, date issued, and school person attending. Appear to be complete through 17,765 and then are scattered and discontinuous through the final record. Also at the end of the first volume and the beginning of the second they are scattered between the two volumes and are also in discontinuous order.
   May be scanned as a partial chronological index for the tuition applications.
   Numbers 1 – 11,766, 1919-1923. 1 volume.
   Numbers 9426 – 26,171, 1920-1924. 1 volume.

   Alphabetical by applicant or institution.

   Lists, by semester or quarter, of applicants from each qualifying institution (except the University of Minnesota). Alphabetical by school.

University of Minnesota authorizations, Form S, [1920] – [1924].
   Trifolded; partial box.
   Lists, by semester or quarter, of applicants from the university. Alphabetical by school.

109.K.18.10F  Tuition record, 1919-1924. 2 oversize volumes, loose on shelf.
   Information includes name and address of person receiving tuition money, dollar amount of tuition and soldier’s bonus, date(s) of payment(s).
   The data recorded coordinates with the Tuition for soldiers and sailors volumes.

106.F.11.6F-1  Number 1. A-K.

106.F.11.6F-2  Number 1. L-Z.